We build award-winning tools
for branded content teams

Pressboard Studio

We help NBCU make sense
of their campaign data

Pressboard Studio

We help Gannett scale
their branded content business
A GAME CHANGER FOR OUR CONTENT STUDIO
At Gannett we are executing hundreds of content campaigns at
any given time. Pressboard’s platform gives us the power to
achieve our content performance goals and report back to our
clients in real time.

TIFFANIE JOHNSON, VP, CONTENT OPERATIONS

GANNETT / USATODAY NETWORK

Pressboard Studio

We help Lexus evaluate their
publishing partners
STANDARDIZING OUR PARTNERSHIPS
Dentsu and Lexus leverage Pressboard Studio for all of our
publishing partnerships. With standardized metrics it makes it
possible to compare publisher campaigns on an apples to
apples basis.

ANDREW GRAY, ACCOUNT DIRECTOR

DentsuBos

Pressboard Studio

We help Bustle track their
conversions
NECESSARY SOLUTION FOR BRANDED
CONTENT MEASUREMENT
Pressboard's modular design and custom elements provide our
team with ample freedom to structure our dashboards as WE
need them, and take back control of our branded content
reporting

GRAHAM HOWES, SR. DIR MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION

BUSTLE DIGITAL GROUP

Pressboard

We help the world’s best
become even better
The world's top publishers, agencies and brands trust
Pressboard to measure their sponsored content,
eCommerce and social media programs

“Pressboard is the Best Content
Marketing Tech Platform”

The Problem

Without Pressboard,
measurement is a mess
There’s just too much software out there.
The average publisher content studio needs 10+ point
solutions to run their branded content business. Not only
is that extremely inefficient, but it is wildly expensive and
prone to significant errors and discrepancies.

Example:
A major news brand studio uses Polar, Responsive Ads, Ceros,
WireWax, Brandtale, Pressboard, Adobe Analytics, Parse.ly, Google Ad
Manager and Facebook Ad Manager. In addition, they use several tools
for task management, sales, orders, invoicing, their CRM and more.

The Solution

With Pressboard,
everything works together
A single platform that powers the world’s top branded
content studios.
We connect every platform and channel that a branded
content studio needs and bring them together with our
powerful analytics and reporting technology. This “hub”
approach creates workflow efficiencies, substantial cost
savings, unified data and a superior customer service
experience.
In short, it’s 10x better for the customer.

Small team with a lot to do?

Manage hundreds of
campaigns at once

Centralize your entire branded content campaign
management, measurement, and reporting process
with one platform.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Campaign dashboards
Progress tracking
Detailed analytics
Asset management
Tag management
Messaging
Custom reports
Multi-user access

Want more than just pageviews?

Go deeper with content
analytics
Pressboard’s proprietary content analytics
provide insights that tell a better story for
your clients and prove your media’s value.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attention
Active Reading Time
Engagement
Viewability
Scrolling Depth
Universal Trackable Links

Filter page-level engagement by promotion
tactics to optimize performance.

Clients asking for updates?

Wow your clients with
shareable reports
Client-facing reports are built with Pressboard’s
custom reporting tool and exported in the following
formats:
•
•
•

Live campaign report
PowerPoint presentation
CSV/ Excel

Check it out – Sample Report

Tired of Excel spreadsheets?

Data Explorer

Would you like to know what
promotion tactics drove the highest
engagement in Q2, or what your
branded content benchmarks are?
Pressboard’s Data Explorer can
answer these questions and more.
Use Data Explorer to set benchmarks,
identify trends, manage yield, and
inform strategy.

Why Us?

Secret Sauce

Customers love us,
and we love them
To be the hub, your customers need to WANT you to
solve more problems for them and their team.
Net Promoter Score

G2.com

9.6/10

“Necessary solution for branded content measurement” – Graham (Bustle)
“Working with Pressboard has been a game changer” – Wade (Hearst)
“A fantastic tool for publishers” – Minnie (Narcity)
“Powerful analytics tool with excellent service” – Max (NBCU)
“This has been a game changer for our content studio” – Tiffanie (Gannett)
“Wish we had more partners like Pressboard” – Jeremy (Gannett)

Secret Sauce

We’ve lived the problems
we’re solving
We don’t build software just for software’s sake. We have
lived and breathed these problems for decades and we
understand how to fix them.
Our leadership team has managed media companies,
built adtech and started ad agencies. We have built a
team of top talent across engineering, design and
customer success to service our customers.
Pressboard was founded in 2014 and is headquartered in
Vancouver with teams in Toronto and New York.

Jerrid Grimm

Tiam Korki

CEO and
Co-Founder

CTO and
Co-Founder

Partner With Us
We see a future where branded content teams can easily
create content, distribute it to their audiences, analyze
what’s working, report on their successes, and do it all
easily and seamlessly.
We’re turning this vision into a reality. If you are
interested in joining us on this mission, contact:
info@pressboardmedia.com

